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Key Vocabulary 

Mediterranean From the Latin meaning ‘middle of the land’.   

equator An imaginary line around the ‘middle’ of the earth. 
The sun’s rays hit the equator directly, making 
places located near to it very warm. 

climate  The long-term pattern of weather conditions. 

physical 
geography  

Natural features of the Earth’s surface e.g. rivers, 
mountains, coasts, canyons, peninsulas. 

human  
geography  

Features built by humans e.g. buildings, roads, 
bridges. 

peninsula A region of land that sticks out in a body of 
water, with water on three sides. 

inhabit To live or dwell in a place. 
 

 

 

 

Geography 5.1 – The Mediterranean 

The continents and oceans of the world The Mediterranean 

Greece Athens 

The Mediterranean Sea is the body of water that separates 

Europe, Africa and Asia. The Mediterranean Sea is connected to 

the Atlantic Ocean by a narrow passage called the Strait of 

Gibraltar. It is between the southern tip of Spain and northern 

Morocco. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

Solar 
system 

The Sun and all the celestial 
bodies that orbit it.  

Geocentric 
An old model of the solar 
system where the Earth was 
at the centre. 

Heliocentric 
A model of the solar system 
where the Sun is at the centre. 

orbit 
The curved path of a celestial 
object around another. 

axis 
An imaginary line which a 
planet rotates around. 

eclipse 
When a body moves into the 
shadow of another; we get 
solar and lunar eclipses.  

Waxing 
When the moon is getting 
brighter. 

Waning  
When the moon is getting 
darker.  

Science 5.1 – Earth and Space 

Key Information 

In this topic, you will learn about what makes up the solar system including the Sun, planets, moon and other celestial 

bodies. You will study the movement of the Earth and Moon to learn how everyday phenomenon are caused, such as 

night and day and the phases of the moon. 
 

Did you know? 

A solar eclipse is when the moon moves in front of the sun blocking 

the sunlight from reaching Earth. A lunar eclipse is when the light 

from the Sun is blocked by the Earth causing a shadow over the 

moon.  

 

FROM THE SUN OUTWARDS: 

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

The Earth rotates on its axis so half 

the planet experiences night-time while 

other half gets daytime. 



 

  

  

  Important Information 
Plot 
Morrigan Crow is cursed. Having been born on Eventide, the 
unluckiest day for any child to be born, she is doomed to die at 
midnight on her eleventh birthday. But as Morrigan awaits her 
fate, a remarkable man named Jupiter North appears. Chased by 
black-smoke hounds and shadowy hunters, he whisks her away 
into the safety of a secret, magical city called Nevermoor. 

Themes 
Family, friendships, love, politics, border control, coming of age, 
trails, tests, forces of good and evil and individual talents. 

Setting 
Nevermoor is a delightful world – full of whimsy. The Hotel 
Deucalion, where Morrigan lives is almost a character. It 
remakes itself every day in new décor to suit the needs of its 
patrons, grows its own chandelier, and puffs soothing 
herbaceous fragrances from its walls. 

Characters 
Morrigan Crow Morrigan believes she is cursed until Jupiter 

arrives and tells her that her fate could be 
something very different. 

Jupiter North Jupiter is a legend of the Wundrous Society, 
and he owns the Hotel Deucalion. 

Hawthorn Swift Hawthorn is the best young dragon rider in 
Nevermoor and is Morrigan’s best friend. 

Fenestra Fen runs the Hotel Deucalion. She is fierce, 
funny and mysterious.  

Ezra Squall Ezra was banished a 100 years ago for 
killing innocent people. 

Cadence Blackburne Cadence is smart, ambitious and able to 
get away with all kinds of sneaky tricks.  

Whole Class Reading- Nevermoor by Jessica Townsend 

Quotes 

“The point is… if you are 

not honest, and 

determined, and brave, 

then it doesn’t matter how 

talented you are.” 

 

“Step Boldly.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of Book: Nevermoor 

Date Published: 2017 

Author: Jessica Townsend 

Genre: Fantasy  
 

 

 

 

Context – Question: In less than 25 words, how did you come up with the idea for your first 

book Nevermoor? 

Townsend’s Answer: I made up a girl – Morrigan Crow – who was brave, funny and peculiar, 

then dropped her into the most dangerous, ridiculous city I could imagine. 

 

 

 

 



 

Year 5 Spelling List: Term 1 

 

 

Words in red are taken from the Year 5 ‘must learn’ words of the National Curriculum, which children 

are expected to learn by the end of the year.

Week 1 
Spellings: 

 Test: 10.09.21 

Week 2 
Spellings: Test: 

17.09.21 

Week 3 
Spellings: 

Test: 24.09.21 

Week 4 
Spellings:  

Test: 01.10.21 

Week 5 
Spellings: 

Test: 08.10.21 

Week 6 
Spellings: 

Test: 15.10.21 

Must Learn 
Words:  

w/b 18.10.21 

cough doubt horrible herd lunches co-own 

 

bough solemn terrible heard balloons re-enter 

enough thumb possible past boxes co-operate 

though whistle reliable  passed tries re-emerge 

thought island valuable isle ropes co-ordinate 

rough autumn adorable aisle parties co-exist 

bought numb forgivable effect cities re-tell 

drought debt enjoyable affect meals reinvent 

tough lamb legible aloud buses reignite 

although isle edible allowed worries correspond 

accommodate amateur available category competition critic 

accompany ancient average cemetery conscience criticise 

according apparent awkward committee conscious desperate 

achieve appreciate bargain communicate controversy determined 

aggressive attached bruise community convenience develop 



Year 5 and 6 Must Learn Word List 

 

Term 1 and 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. accommodate 

2. accompany 

3. according 

4. achieve 

5. aggressive 

6. amateur 

7. ancient 

8. apparent 

9. appreciate 

10. attached 

11. available 

12 average 

13. awkward 

14. bargain 

15. bruise 

16. category 

17. cemetery 

18. committee 

19 communicate 

20. community 

21. competition 

22. conscience 

23. conscious 

24. controversy 

25 convenience 

26. correspond 

27. critic 

28. criticise 

29. curiosity 

30. definite 

31. desperate 

32. determined 

33. develop 

34. dictionary 

35. disastrous 
 


